Note-Charge Reconciliation
Help your organization identify every dollar it
is entitled to – by automatically reconciling
clinical notes to physician charges
Stand-alone charge capture systems have one main challenge – how to ensure
that physicians know which days should have been charged. In the outpatient
world, this is relatively simple – a visit equates to a charge. In the inpatient
world, however, physicians are pulled in many directions – they see their own
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This is the main report run for a provider who has access to see their department information.

Key features and capabilities
PatientKeeper has a core competency and proven expertise in healthcare system
integration, and in capturing and processing professional charges, born of more
than 15 years of experience. As a result, PatientKeeper can:






Extract clinical notes from many different systems – and has done so at
numerous client sites
Link the authors of clinical notes to users in PatientKeeper, and provide
insight into who saw a specific patient
Reconcile charges and notes at the department level or the physician
level
Support practice management teams’ efforts to find lost professional
charges based on the presence of a clinical note
Apply automated logic to optimize the charge capture process, ensuring
that no billable service goes unnoticed

A user can display a note and enter the associated charge to ensure that they are selecting the correct information.
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About PatientKeeper
PatientKeeper® Inc. is the leading provider of healthcare applications for physicians.
PatientKeeper’s highly intuitive software streamlines physicians’ workflow to improve
productivity and patient care. PatientKeeper’s CPOE, physician documentation,
electronic charge capture and other applications run on desktop and laptop computers
and popular handheld devices and tablets. PatientKeeper’s software integrates with
many existing healthcare information systems to support healthcare providers effectively
in adopting technology, meeting MACRA requirements, and transitioning to value-based
care. PatientKeeper has more than 60,000 active physician users today.
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